Orphaned wolf cubs

Story, 23.

Vaňka and Taňka at 6 months.

One of the severe winters back in the 1960s Valya and I went up
to the log cabin at Vitim with Oleg Petrovich for a two-week break
from the pressures down at Kishlak. He arranged for two of those
medavac civilian aircrafts with snow skies to take us up there with some gear and
supplies for the stay. Since the birds were only two seaters (pilot + doctor, and
nurse) we needed two units. Besides Valeriy, the other pilot, was a real outdoorsman, he wanted to fish through the ice on the river just below the cabin. He brought
one of those powered "screw drivers," that's what we Americans call the typical mix
of vodka and orange juice cocktail, so he named it so and left it in the basement for
future winters. I think its still there, the same power drill we have used to bore
through the thick ice on the river for years. On the way up we stopped by for lunch
at Ust-Barguzin at one of Oleg's trappers-hunters/forest ranger's home, and to pick
up some bait for Valeriy. Halfway up to Vitim, at the very top of Lake Baikal, we
dropped down into the bay, taxiing up right to the lakeside cabin.
We knew the Kuznetsov family, in fact, one of Ivan's sons, Sasha, had been a guide
for us on previous hunts. We surprised the host, who had just returned from a
successful trapping-hunting trip some 50 km south over the range by the source of
the Vitim River. When we arrived, he and two of his sons were fleshing out the coon,
otter, timber wolf, and red fox, stretching the skins on cut boards and hanging to dry
in the nearby shed for the winter. The aircraft noise had caught their attention and
they were all out on the snowed-in, slippery, frozen dock to greet us as we taxied in
for docking. It was cold. We rushed quickly into the log house to get warm; for the
intake someone quipped (now all parked by the wooden stove, the "heat" and
"samogonka" (homemade vodka):"go hand-in-hand," inevitably followed with pickled
"silyotka" fish for hors d'euvres, and soon hot borsch soup and "pilmeny" or steamed
"mante" on the table (ground beef meat balls wrapped in dough, a Siberian
specialty). I kept thinking, god-sent, no doubt, the deepest softwataer lake in the
world.
Gifts were on the menu: For the lady of the house - Lyudmila, Valya had brought
some ladies apparel, scotch for the men of the house, I delivered several boxes of
ammunition, steel-tipped cartridges for the 25 caliber rifle (for wolf and fox hunting),
and the 12 gauge Ithaca pump I had brought over from the States as gifts for the
men of the house. Sasha, the older son, had admired my Bowie knife. I had brought
him one, since his younger brother Kostya had earlier received a Browning, a small
automatic 22 caliber rifle. The name 'Kuznetsov' meat furrier, trapping and hunting
for prized fur was a tradition in the family, going back to god knows when, no one
seemed to know, but that they had arrived at the lake as settlers from the Urals
several centuries ago.
It was delightful to visit with these folks, to dine and drink and exchange tall tales of
the outdoors, something I really yearned for in those initial years of pressure at the
deep-sink operations bunker and the frequent secret travel back-and-forth to the
West, securing equipment, hiring and training personnel for the monitoring center...
Ivan and his sons, same as Oleg, worked for the Soyuzpushnina state fur company.
Oleg was also a forest ranger, and a game warden, a man of many talents, enjoying
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an excellent relationship with the authorities. He was one of the very few nationals
not working for us who knew our grayline work though not in detail, nor had he ever
been to the safe-house or the bunker in Irkutsk. Astute people like Oleg and a good
friend at that just never asked questions. The status quo was better left alone,
because when someone close to you started noseying around it meant compromised
by the KGB, and trouble for us, hence instant severing of the relationship. But
Russians are literate: they had lived long enough under the structures and control of
the totalitarian communist regime to understand the ways and means of the hated
system of governance; they knew how to act in company of people they liked and
befriended. We learned the ropes of the Mirror Doctrine* in association with such
good people, therefore the lake and its surrounding countryside had become a real
home at least for me, and some of the senior staff back at the Kishlak HQ, be they
nationals or foreigners.
We arrived at the cabin, already named "Fort Cutter"; Ivan's and Vasya's boys had
brunt the name in the timber fence to the right of the entry gates. We tied the
aircraft down on each side of the frozen dock down on the river, the other pilot too
stayed overnight; it was too late to fly back on instruments for the return trip back
to Irkutsk. Fire in the kitchen wooden stove was quickly started, its flues piped into
the brick shelves protruding from the wall in each of the four rooms, dinner in the
oven, drinks and snacks on the kitchen table, chatter and toasts and Valya's "bring
me this, give me that," the lady of the house, it all made it so homey and comfy I
was really back in my element, reminding me very much of the kitchen at home on
the farm in Iowa. Nostalgia gripped me, so I had to relate another tale or two from
my youth, farming, hunting, trapping and fishing on the farm, the Des Moines River
bordering for 3.5 km one side of the homestead acreage. Because of our guest-pilot,
Valeriy who was a fisherman, I had to tell the story of the big one. A real true story
of a big walleyed pike I caught by an 8-year old on the river—it was so big it
snagged in the ice-cold Spring floating ice on the river below the farmhouse, that my
father heard my screams and had rushed to the scene, jumped in the water to save
the show: the fish weight 14 lbs. (6 kg), and it had saw teeth like the Marlin. Despite
the full attention I had in detailing the story, Valya kept smirking over by the oven,
signaling that she didn't believe a word of it… But it was really true… Moreover, in
those days we were trying to make a real fisherman out of her… It didn't work: she
enjoyed preparing and eating fish but after it was caught not the art of fishing itself…
It takes a person with patience and feeling for the invisible game, which is rarely not
visible until caught on the hook.
In the late wee hours of the morning I snuck downstairs into my operational cubicle,
and blurbed Irina and Jimmy with a few words, that all was well back up at the
cabin… Coming up stairs I found Oleg, Valeriy and the other pilot boiling hot water
for tea, sipping scotch; the pilot wanting to leave early for Irkutsk, latter preparing
his fishing gear for the attack on the river… I joined them for an eye-opener myself,
while Valya showed up, rubbing her eyes and complaining how it was too early, we
were terrorists and so on, now serving hot tea with rum or vodka, to each one's
liking, preparing to "make breakfast before she want back to bed," and we agreed,
making a remark or two how 'she looked better last night'…
"Go on, go on… Keep kicking a sleepy woman, but it could cost you your breakfast, if
I don't poison it in the meantime…," tsk! tsk!
_______________________________
*Mirror Doctrine was a behavioral concept developed by the staff overnight in how to blend with the populace in
the local environment undetected by the surveillance authorities.
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Fig. 1-4. These were the scenes in Angarsk (north of Irkutsk), January 2007, where I dined with old friends before I headed for lake
Baikal and my team of dogs; here the temperatures were in the – 40s below zero, up on the Vitim, one morning noticed on the kitchen
thermometer it was – 62 C below zero, the coldest I have ever remember the temperatures in my compound.

Benches and vehicles left out in the open for overnights, within days the scene looked like this…Vehicles took a real beating unless
kept indoors; Russians still lack in car garages – it takes an automobile culture, like in the West, to think of the car first, the garage
more prominent than the front door, and usually alongside it back in California, certainly in Iowa, etc.
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Fig. 5. As I approached Severobaikalsk south of Nizhneangarsk, northern Lake Baikal, the Western sundown looked behind my back
regarded my lens as such… Soon I we climbed up into the high range heading for Ft. Cutter up on the Vitim, January 2007… I had
just returned from Dubai, where I had been with my wife and her lady friends for the Holidays.

Fig. 6. I passed some sturdy ponies by a settlement on the shoreline as I headed north with my combined team of Laikas and Huskies
(see the team below).
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"Bacon and eggs, and hot toast (she toasted it in the oven). That's the way Paul likes
it, so come and get it!"
It was served in the dining room (and BR) just behind the kitchen... She filled the
stove with firewood and disappeared to the front side BR. By this time the dawn was
breaking on a clear, sunny—though damn cold—Siberian morning. We got the pilot
and Oleg off on their return trip, taxiing up the river to make the run downstream,
not much of an effort, the light plane was up in the air in less than a 100 yards,
making a turn over Vasya's compound up the river, back over our place and off
southwest towards Lake Baikal.
Valeriy's powered screw driver whined and wheezed and spewed the cut ice into our
eyes, and after several tries we finally cut through down to the water line, the ice
about 5 feet thick… I stayed with him for awhile, as he began putting the bait on his
line, while I knew that Vasya's boys, having heard or seen the aircraft realized I had
arrived, they would be coming up in no time at all—their compound 14 km
upstream… In fact, I left the fisherman to his own trade and took-off walking up
stream to meet the horsedrawn sled, which I knew was coming. Even though it was
way after the Holidays, I hummed "White Christmas" with the crooner, Bing Crosby,
very happy to be exactly where I was – out in the open spaces without a worry on
my mind, even though it was biting cold, perhaps in the -40s C, though I had not
checked the thermometer. Temperatures up on Vitim have been known to dip into
the lower -60s C below zero… But, alas, no more than a mile up the river (which is
south in these parts, most rivers flow north in Siberia), I heard the sleigh bells and
knew that someone was already on the way to my rescue.
This time it was Vasya, the ol' man himself. He stopped the single horse drawn sled;
typical kisses on each cheek and a bear hug… He was so delighted to see me; not
feeling all too well those days, he complained:
"Paul, my dear friend, I'm getting old, everything seems to be going wrong, from frequent
colds to my aching back, and…," he kept on
reeling of the ailments as if he was a nurse
reading them from a clipboard.
"I know, I know, Vasya… But I'm here to get
you back on your ol' feet, eh!" I cheered him
on, while he kept shaking his head, now
pulling the rains, motioning the horse to
move. I told him that Oleg and the pilot had
left; Valeriy was fishing, and Valya sleeping,
so he turned the horse about and we
proceeded back to his family compound.
Fig. 7. A likely mother of the twin wolf pups (see below); she's smaller
than the male wolf, the padded winter main further forward on her back
means. Perhaps raising her pups inside a cave, the long hair still not
shed as usual with the start of spring, tough in this photo there's still
snow on the ground and back up in the hills.
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Instead of going back to the cabin, about lunchtime Vasya sent one of his grandsons
to pick up Valya and Valeriy for an afternoon one of those festive family dinners. It
was a real feast, pre-pared by the ladies of all the four families in the compound, a
traditional dinner, and even guitar music after-wards; we stayed until almost
sundown before the boy returned us to Ft. Cutter.
We three retired early, after a quick snack, Valya fell asleep almost instantly, while I
read several stories from an old Field & Stream magazine… I had just put out the
kerosene lamp, falling asleep instantly, when Valya woke me up.
"Listen, listen…, there's a dog howling out there beyond the wall," she said.
"But, Val', there no dogs anywhere in the neighborhood." I mumbled through my
stupor, trying to fall back asleep. She was persistent. So I listened, heard the deep
shrill and wailing sound, recognizing the difference:
"It's a wolf, go back to sleep…" She evidently kept on listening while I fell asleep
again.
The next morning at breakfast, she was already discussing the night's howling
sounds with Valeriy, who also heard it, in fact, all night… Yes, he knew it was a wolf:
"Probably hungry, Val', it's been a cold winter; all the animals on their menu are
hiding in their shelters; wolves have nothing to eat." Wolves eat small game, when
they cannot find the roebuck, wild pig, or a baby moose, then they go for the rabbit,
squirrel, prairie chicken and other smaller creatures, but the taiga was frozen tight
and too cold for them too, everyone now hiding from the bitter blizzards.
"Ya' that's right, Val'… Finding nothing around our place they will move on to other
locations, I said. She seemed to accept our explanations… After breakfast we two
men went back to the fishing hole, where surprisingly Valeriy had no luck the day
before, complaining how the hole might be in a bad spot (too shallow, as he found
out), have to look for a pool somewhere down the river by the bend, and not to
bother him today with dinners up the river; he liked the folks up there but he was
here to get it out of his system – to fish his heart out. I did accompany him for a
couple of hours, and brought the first catch back to the house, the spotted mountain
trout, about 2 lbs. each; just what the lady of the house ordered – fried fish for
lunch, white wine, and pickled salad, etc.
That night even I couldn't sleep from the howling wolf, this time very near the high
log fence. The gates were closed, of course, I tried to quiet down Valya, but she too
could not sleep. We decided to grab arms the next morning, draft Valeriy into our
expedition to check out the nearby woods across the river north uphill towards the
Vitim Plateau, where we thought the howling was coming from…
Sure enough the next morning our party of three armed expeditioners geared up for
the outing, snowshoes on the back, some food and drink in our backpacks, rifles or
shotguns (Valya) in hand, and we were off into the wild. Crossing the river I immediately noticed wolf tracks, not dogs, the deeper wider pad, and piercing claws
distinguish the difference, so we proceeded Indian style to follow the trail cautiously.
"We have to be on the watch," I told both of my companions. "Even though this is a
single animal there could be a pack in ambush somewhere waiting for us up ahead.
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Wolves are known to attack humans, even when they're armed and fire their
weapons; it's the nature of the aggressive creature." It was a wrong thing to stress it
so eloquently and convincingly, now Valya moved up right behind me, walking in my
snowshoe steps, stepping on the back of them, tripping me once or twice. I laughed
it off, though it wasn't funny to her… She was scared stiff, and wished, I knew her,
that she had never come along. Not that she was not brave in her way on her own
turf, but this was the wild Siberian taiga, full of predators – the big brown bear, the
smaller black grizzly, wolf, coyote and even the Siberian snow tiger in those days,
said the grapevine, was known to wonder into the territory on cold winters like this
one. We found bear and wild boar tracks, so many that after a while we lost the sight
of the wolf trail… Valeriy fired off my Winchester at a high flying hawk that had been
surveilling us from aloft ever since we left the cabin, probably sending signals to the
predators on the ground, or whatever his mission was up there in the ether. The big
black bird weaved a little as if to miss the bullet but probably the shock wave did it
as it passed by; regardless he was persistent and kept the vigil above us throughout
the day.
After we lunched sitting on a dry log under a tall fir tree, I buried the leftovers just to
spite the avian intelligence officer, who had been circling above (hawks do that). He
did drop down to the spot I'm sure, because after we left the location he disappeared
for a while before he showed up again… I had my 30-06 1964 Winchester featherweight classic with me, hoping to run into a roebuck to bag some fresh venison but
we never even saw any tracks of that family – roebuck, deer or moose, though I
would never bag a cow or a bull just a yearling or a two-year old calf; the meet is
too tough from the older animals. We never saw a single creature, but for the spying
hawk, much less our howling wolf, returning home bushed in the late afternoon…
Valya prepared boiled beef and potatoes; we drank a lot of red wine that night sitting
around the stove chatting about this and that perhaps until after midnight, I don't
recall anymore.
I fell asleep immediately, but
again, Valya woke me up.

Fig. 8. Valya named them Vaňka and Taňka [soft
"n" as "нь" with the soft sign "ь" in Russian]. It was
hot for them to be in the house all the time, so she
cleared the snow and dug out for them a little spot
where they were comfy and liked to lounge and sleep
in the daytime. The first 2-3 days they wallowed in
their dugout until they got used to the house heat,
then she moved them in the kitchen, while they slept
in a basket in the basement.

"Paul, Paul, Pol… It's that damn wolf again…" She complained, worried. "It makes me
queeze…, kind of a foreboding sound. I have read when the family dog howls like
that persistently something happens to the host or the family." I simmered her down
this time with intimate gaming, and she soon forgot all about the menacing wolf,
falling asleep as women always do thereafter, while I lay awake listening to the same
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howling sound. There was something wrong I figured, for a lonely wolf to be so
adamant, disturbed. Maybe his mate was shot, or caught in a trap, or he or she was
injured, lost her cubs or whatever…
The next morning as Valeriy went fishing alone, he opened the heavy gates, and
guess what he found right at the threshold? These two little wolf cubs, per-haps no
more than 2-3 weeks old, motherless, orphaned; we didn't know what happened to
the mother? Valya immediately asked us to fetch them to her for food and shelter! It
was no problem to catch them – they just stood there in the snow, motionless, not
yapping just cooing a low almost silent squeal. There were no baby bottles with a
nipple around the house; she would secure two over at Vasya's compound later, but
now she poured fresh milk in a bowl, trying to get them to drink our of it?... It was
an effort, the little tikes resisting. Valya was clever; she dipped her forefinger into
the bowl, and then had them suck it repeatedly. Then she pushed their little noses
into the bowl. Now licking their chops, little by little, they began to slurp it up, even
to eat bread soaked in milk.
We were almost daily with Vasya's family either at our place or theirs, the children so
excited over Valya's duet – Vanka and Tanka – while the grownups, especially the
elderly, knowing the mood of grown wolves were not all that excited with "Valya's
babies…" People exposed to the wild and the elements have little interest in such
aggressive creatures, like bears, wolves and pests as fox, in fact, their trade is to
trap and shoot them for pelts.
"They're killers, Paul," Vasya kept telling me, as others did, but not in front of Valya,
while the children adored the twins and planned to domesticate and keep them… I
agreed at first, but there would be a problem with the cats and dogs at the compound; the families had two teams of Laikas and Huskies, who were housed in their
own pins inside the fort, while pet cats were both in-house and outside in the yard.
How would they keep those two natural enemies away from the pups? It was a
problem everyone agreed, but they would try to work out something, while Valya
mothered to death her latest acquisition; I had been the first baby she joshed, etc.
During the following week, I came up with the idea that it would be best to keep
them until they're about 6 months old, then to release the siblings into the forest to
join other wolves and live out their natural lives in mother nature, roaming free in
the taiga forest, the long evergreen belt stretching all the way across the frozen
waste between the northern tundra and the deserts of Central Asia, from the Urals to
the Pacific Coast of Siberia. Otherwise, it would be too difficult to integrate the two
little tikes, later adults, into the feline and canine environment of the family compound. I proposed it to all concerned, securing Valya's approval, because she wanted
to take them to the lake and keep them at the Deutsch Survey complex? It would
have been difficult, and probably not accepted by the management and service
personnel. After all 'wolves are wolves', someone might just decide to get rid of the
creatures, creating an emotional problem for Valya.
Sitting around relaxing over the rest of our two-week stay, we talked about it with
the family: What might have happened to the mother? She was probably shot or
caught
in a trap for the pelt by a hunter somewhere along the river, or maybe even a
predator such as a bear that might have come too close to the cubs so she attacked
it, and died in the process… But we were more puzzled about the howling:
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Fig. 9. The monarch wolf, a type that might
have left the pups named Vaňka and Taňka at
the gates of Ft. Cutter. Note the heavy dark fur
coat on his flank, which is normally shed in the
hotter summer months; the photo taken in early
spring. This Siberian timber wolf roaming the
coniferous forest is the biggest/longest in the
world: two pelts can make up one of those
football game long fur coats, popular in my
student days back in the 1950s.

"Could a male wolf do that, be astute enough to leave the litter with the humans?" I
asked Vasya one day.
"Wolf is a smart animal. Very clever. I have watched many times how they separate
a doe from the male deer, or the fawn from the mother… Even cleverer in going for
the big red deer, when they leave an ambush under a ledge then push the prey from
various directions; encircled it runs down a trial to that very spot, then the team in
waiting makes the kill a lot easier than in a traditional chase."
"How about another female, could she do that, instead of adopting the pups (she
might have been dry or already had a litter), she saved the show by leaving them
with the humans?"
"I don't know, Paul. I have never heard of it. Usually little guys like that die of
hunger and exposure… Maybe only a male would do it, right after the disappearance
of his mate, the cus' mother…" Vasya said thoughtfully, pausing for a minute or two,
and then solved the puzzle, at least for me:
"Yes, I think, a committed male partner, an old codger might have, it cold have
come up in his 'noble beast' mind to save the litter from sure death." I thought it
was an astute final comment, the "noble savage" concept, 'ell who knows how these
creatures perceive their lot's survival out in the open spaces.
Moreover, Valya had noticed bites behind their little necks:
"Something a mother wolf would never do… She would have been tenderer, careful
not to pierce their skin on the frail little necks in carrying them around in her teeth,
or maybe they were transported that way for a long distance to safety." She
concluded.
Therefore, more and more we kept thinking there's an old monarch out there in the
primeval taiga forest in this part of the wild Vitim plateau, perhaps very much like
this frame taken by Candice once in the hills south of Sludyanka, Southern Lake
Baikal, over across the Trans-Siberian RR tracks. Candice Wright had been our
American employee and my deputy at the Kishlak. I found these frames and negatives in her personal collection left behind after she died on a mission during a field
operation. She had resigned her post with us in Siberia, running her own monitoring
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team in continental Russia on the other side of the Urals, while our exclusive theater
of operations remained intact – Siberia and Central Asia.
In the meantime, children made a chicken wire coup in the big cattle barn for the
cubs, where they would keep them for a while, away from the domestic cats that
roamed the barn; then they promised to make a protective pin outside in the yard in
the spring, where they would keep the twins until the end of the summer, releasing
them in the far-off deep forest all the way south upstream, where the dogs cannot
harm them, camping with them for several days, continuing feeding them raw meat,
starting it earlier in mid-summer. Valya insisted they feed the growing twins boiled
meat and vegetables, and they did, we learned later—the cubs actually ate all along
boiled potatoes and other vegetables, in the summer fresh beef and pork, then raw
roebuck and wild boar meat later in the season.

Fig. 10. Vaňka and Taňka at 6 months, when Valya left the twins out in the taiga forest with a pack of wild wolves,
returning home all in tears.

Valeriy caught a lot of fish, which he cleaned and kept frozen by hanging it in a sack
on the porch. We snowmobiled about the area, took a lot of pictures and, of course,
we were wined and dined at the family compound and replied in kind… I bagged a
roebuck and a wild pig, leaving the hams to dry at the family compound; dry meat
would come in handy next fall and winter … Valya even took the cubs to their new
home at Vasya's compound and stayed with them for the last two-thee days, leaving
with a very heavy heart, crying all the way back to Ft. Cutter… Two weeks up, we
were off to Irkutsk back to work. The whole staff saw pictures of our twins, which
were framed and featured on the walls. Valya even took one years later to the Erma
cavern up on the Kamchatka; it was still hanging there when I visited the antenna
site years after retirement… Of course, she went back twice with Valeriy, but on
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pontoons strapped to the underbelly of the medavac bird, spending a few days with
her pups, bringing them back to our cabin, unafraid that they might run away.
"They knew their mum," she reported to us back at the Kishlak, stressing, how Vaňka
and Taňka:
"Never left the compound at Ft. Cutter, even when the gates were open."
Well, I didn't believe that one, but we let it pass on into the taming annals of the
Animal Kingdom, right alongside of fishing and hunting tales that were often told in
my company, including this one. When it was retold by others, convincingly, how to
protect the cubs and break them in personally, they said, that Valya actually went
out in the forest and lived with the twins, in the company of a wild, fierce but a noble
pack of wolves, just like Jane wallowed in Tarzan's world of the make-believe African
jungle. In fact, I had heard the episode retold in her presence, and the heroine never
bothered to correct the story tellers looking proud as that noble savage did – Tarzan
– in the primeval forests of Africa, with Jane on his arm.
Copyright©2006 by Prof. Paul S. Cutter, all rights reserved; this text completed, March 14, 2006.

Fig. 11. The Siberian forest wolf is really a Siberian snow wolf…

Fig. 12. This Siberian Husky (left) and Laika (right) is the domesticated dog
we all know so well, eventually the Husky giving birth to
the so-called German Shepherd.
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Fig. 13. This is the howl of the Siberian gray wolf out in the evergreen snowed-in
forest, just on the other side of Fort Cutter, and our river
Vitim was frozen solid at the time.


Fig. 14-15. Yours truly (right),
frames taken with timers,
because I usually traveled
alone… During the fall, winter
and early spring months this is
how I traveled to my cabin up on
the Vitim, all the way from
Irkutsk; it took 11 days in each
direction, while in the summer
months the taiga is too soggy for
travel. I borrowed a team of
dogs usually mixed Laika and
Husky team, the former are good
hunters, the latter are heavy
pullers, 6 or 8 dogs plus the head
of the team, 7, or 9 were the
magic numbers. I shot wild game
for the dogs along the route,
while we slept in caves or under
lean-tos, zimovey, sometimes at
friend's cabins.
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Yours truly, negotiating the taiga forest on the southern fringes of the Vitim River front, January 2007.

There was a bonus in the game though – daughter Natela, dark and Caucasus white
Caucasian by race, despite my mother being blond, her mother also blond; it must have
been that Promethean lady's revenge: my daughter was dark-compected like her
Georgian namesake, though not as exotic but on the same level of physical looks,
intellectual prowess and cultural strain.


Perfide Albion!
________________


Copyright©2005 by Prof. Paul S. Cutter, all rights reserved; based on notes taken on location in Siberia,
back in the 1960s, this Draft completed April 11, 2005.
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Fig. 16. Map of democratic Russia, the Russian Federation republic only, as of November 23, 1991, Minsk conference,
when SNG was officially formed as a loosely-knit Russian Commonwealth of all 15 former republics which once
comprised tsarist-communist Russia or USSR. Lake Baikal is visible just above Mongolia, the city of Irkutsk, and the River
Lena (in pale-blue); the Vitim River (not visible) and the Vitim Plateau itself is to the right or east of the word "Lena".
TALES FRoM THE "OPEN SPACES"

For Children,Teenagers & Adults

Fig. 17. Proposed cover page, jacket: Tales from the OPEN SPACES, children's book… Here, I was a baby really, early
1960s en route to the Takla-Makan Desert of northwestern Red China on an undisclosed mission at the time.
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